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Abstract
In this paper, we have a tendency to study user profile matching 
with the privacy-preservation in mobile social networks (MSNs) 
and introduce a family of novel profile matching protocols. 
We first propose an exact Comparison-based Profile Matching 
protocol (eCPM) that runs between 2 parties, associate instigator 
and a respondent. The eCPM allows the instigator to get the 
comparison-based matching result a few such that attribute in 
their profiles, whereas preventing their attribute values from 
disclosure. We then propose associate implicit Comparison-based 
Profile Matching protocol (iCPM) that permits the instigator to 
directly obtain some messages rather than the comparison result 
from the respondent. The messages are unrelated to user profile 
is divided into multiple classes by the respondent. The instigator 
implicitly chooses the interested class that is unknown to the 
respondent. 2 messages in every class area unit ready by the 
responder, and just one message is obtained by the instigator 
according to the comparison result on one attribute. We further 
generalize the iCPM to associate implicit Predicate-based Profile 
Matching protocol (iPPM) that permits advanced comparison 
criteria spanning multiple attributes. The namelessness analysis 
shows all these protocols come through the confidentiality of user 
profiles. In addition, the eCPM reveals the comparison result to the 
instigator and provides solely conditional anonymity; the iCPM 
and also the iPPM don’t reveal the result in the least and supply full 
namelessness. We analyze the communication overhead and also 
the namelessness strength of the protocols. We have a tendency to 
then gift associate increased version of the eCPM, referred to as 
eCPM+, by combining the eCPM with a novel prediction-based 
reconciling anonym modification strategy. The performance of the 
eCPM and also the eCPM+ area unit relatively studied through 
in depth to the trace-based simulations. 
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I. Introduction 
Social networking makes electronic communication technologies 
sharpening tools for to extending the social circle of individuals. 
It has already become a crucial integral a part of our daily lives, 
sanctionative North American nation to contact our friends and 
families on time. As according by ComScore [1], social networking 
sites like Facebook and Twitter have reached eighty two p.c of 
the world’s world. within the in the meantime,it is fueled  by the 
pervasive adoption of advanced hand-held devices and therefore 
the omnipresent connections of Bluetooth/WiFi/GSM/LTE 
networks, the employment of Mobile Social Networking (MSNs) 
has surged. Within the MSNs, users square measure in a position 
to not solely surf the net however conjointly communicate with 
peers in shut neighbourhood exploitation short-range wireless 
communications [2]–[6].Attributable to its geographical nature, 
and the MSNs support many promising and novel applications 
[7]–[12]. as an example, through Bluetooth communications, 
People Net [7] permits economical information search among 
the  neighbouring mobile phones; a message-relay approach is 
usually recommended in [8] to facilitate carpool and ride sharing 
during a native region. Realizing the potential advantages brought 

by the MSNs, recent analysis efforts have been placed on the way 
to improve the effectiveness and potency of the communications 
among the MSN users [9], [11], [12]. They developed specialised 
information routing and forwarding protocols related to the 
social options exhibited from the behaviour of users, such as, 
social friendly relationship [9], social selfishness [11], and social 
morality [12]. it’s encouraging that the normal solutions may be 
additional extended to resolve the MSN issues by considering the 
distinctive social options. Privacy preservation could be a vital 
analysis issue in social networking. Since a lot of customized 
data is shared within the general public, violating the privacy of 
a target user become much easier [13]–[17]. analysis efforts [13], 
[14], [17] have been placed on identity presentation and privacy 
considerations in social networking sites. Gross and Acquisti [13] 
argued that users square measure swing themselves in danger each 
offline (e.g., stalking) and on-line (e.g., identity theft) supported 
a behavior analysis of more than four,000 students UN agency 
have joined a well-liked social networking site. Stutzman [14] 
bestowed a measure of identity data speech act in social network 
communities and subjective opinions from students relating to 
identity protection and knowledge speech act. once the social 
networking platforms square measure extended into the mobile 
atmosphere, users need a lot of intensive privacy-preservation as 
a result of they are unfamiliar the neighbors in shut neighborhood 
UN agency might eavesdrop, store, and correlate their personal 
data at different time periods and locations. Once the non-public 
data is correlate to the situation data, the behaviour of users are fully 
disclosed to the general public. Chen and Rahman [17] surveyed 
varied mobile Social Networking Applications (SNAs), such as, 
neighbourhood exploring applications, mobile-specific SNAs, and 
content-sharing applications, all of which offer no feedback or 
management mechanisms to users and should cause inappropriate 
location and identity data revealing. to beat the privacy violation 
in MSNs, several privacy enhancing techniques are adopted into 
the MSN applications [4], [12], [17]–[23]. For instance, when 
2 users encounter within the MSNs, privacy-preserving profile 
matching acts as a vital initial step to assist users, especially 
strangers, initialize voice communication with one another in 
a distributed and privacy-preserving manner. Several analysis 
efforts on the privacy conserving profile matching [20]–[23] have 
been disbursed. The common goal of those works is to change 
the shake between 2 encountered users if both users satisfy every 
other’s demand whereas eliminating the redundant data revealing 
if they are not. The original plan is from [18], wherever AN agent 
of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) needs to demonstrate 
herself to a server, however doesn’t wish to reveal her United 
States intelligence agency credentials unless the server could be 
a real United States intelligence agency outlet. Within the in the 
meantime, the server does not wish to reveal its United States 
intelligence agency credentials to anyone however United States 
intelligence agency agents.

II. Existing System
Privacy preservation could be a vital analysis issue in social 
networking. The social networking platforms square measure 
extended into the mobile setting, users need additional intensive 
privacy-preservation as a result of they’re unacquainted the 
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neighbours in shut neighbourhood UN agency could store, and 
correlate their personal info at totally different time periods and 
locations. Once the private info is correlative to the situation info, 
the behaviour of users are utterly disclosed to the general public.
The content-sharing applications, all of which give no feedback 
or management mechanisms to users and will cause inappropriate 
location and identity info revealing. to beat the privacy violation 
in MSNs, several privacy enhancing techniques are adopted into 
the MSN applications.

III. Proposed System
We 1st propose a particular Comparison-based Profile Matching 
protocol (eCPM) that runs between 2 parties, Associate in nursing 
instigator and a answerer. The eCPM allows the instigator to get 
the comparison-based matching result a couple of nominative 
attribute in their profiles, whereas preventing their attribute 
values from disclosure. We then propose Associate in Nursing 
implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching protocol (iCPM) 
that permits the instigator to directly get some messages rather 
than the comparison result from the answerer. The messages 
unrelated to user profile will be divided into multiple classes 
by the answerer. The instigator implicitly chooses the interested 
class that is unknown to the answerer. 2 messages in every class 
area unit ready by the answerer, and just one message will be 
obtained by the instigator in keeping with the comparison result 
on one attribute. we tend to additional generalize the iCPM to 
Associate in Nursing implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching 
protocol (iPPM) that permits complicated comparison criteria 
spanning multiple attributes. The namelessness analysis shows 
of these protocols deliver the goods the confidentiality of user 
profiles. Additionally, the eCPM reveals the comparison result to 
the instigator offer|and supply}s solely conditional namelessness; 
the iCPM and also the iPPM don’t reveal the result in any respect 
and provide full anonymity. we tend to analyze the communication 
overhead and also the namelessness strength of the protocols.

IV. Problem Statement
In the literature, there are several privacy-preserving profile 
matching protocols [10], [20], [23]. They aim to work out the 
overall similarity of 2 profiles instead of their relation in specific 
attributes. They ordinarily check whether or not the proximity 
live of the 2 profiles is too larger, equal, or smaller than a pre-
defined threshold worth. The proximity measurement may be the 
dimensions of the intersection of 2 sets or the distance of 2 vectors 
wherever sets and vectors are used to represent profiles. They 
are doing not think about the larger, equal, or smaller relations 
of the attribute values because the matching metrics. Moreover, 
the profile matching results are discovered to the collaborating 
users in bound conditions, and behaviour linkage happens once 
the matching results are distinctive. Consider the users to adopt 
the multiple-pseudonym technique [24],[25], i.e., users come 
through high namelessness by oft ever-changing the un linkable 
pseudonyms within the communication. As we shown in Fig. 2, 
users GB and uj each amendment their pseudonyms at time t and 
t′(> t). Since the matching result between GB and ui is non-unique 
worth zero.7, ui is unable to link uk’s behaviour. However, ui is 
probably going to understand that user uj stays in its neighbourhood 
as a result of the matching result remains to be 0.1 that is far 
distinctive from alternative matching results. In addition, if 0.1 
is exclusive among all potential matching results of users, they 
might simply acknowledge one another by capital punishment the 
matching protocols to their profiles aren’t disclosed. Hence, the 

privacy protection of users is said to each their profiles and their 
profile matching results. It is Considering a user has ν potential 
instances of the profile, we tend to classify the namelessness of 
profile matching into 3 categories, non anonymity, conditional 
namelessness, and full namelessness, based on the subsequent 
definition.

Fig. 1: Behavior Linkage

A. (Non-Anonymity)
A profile matching protocol provides non-anonymity if when 
corporal punishment multiple runs of the protocol with any user, 
the likelihood of properly shot the profile of the user is capable 
one.

B. (Conditional Anonymity)
A profile matching protocol achieves conditional obscurity if 
when corporal punishment multiple runs of the protocol with 
some user, the likelihood of properly shot the profile of the user 
is larger than one

C. (Full Anonymity)
A profile matching protocol achieves full obscurity if when 
corporal punishment multiple runs of the protocol with any user, 
the likelihood of properly shot the profile of the user is often 
one.

V. Network Model
The profile matching protocols [21]–[23] enable the users to obtain 
the profile matching results that contain partial profile information. 
Further, the profile matching results could cause behaviour linkage 
in bound conditions such the unconcealed profile data are going 
to be correlate to interrupt user namelessness. By cross-checking 
if the profile matching results with the profile set, some potential 
instances is also excluded, hence that the probability of properly 
dead reckoning the profile of the target user must be larger than 
one. Thus, the previous works [21]–[23] solely provide conditional 
namelessness. During this paper, we tend to aim to style the profile 
matching protocols with the conditional namelessness and full 
namelessness. We tend to propose a precise Comparison-based 
Profile Matching protocol (eCPM) with conditional namelessness, 
Associate in Nursing implicit Comparison-based Profile 
Matching protocol (iCPM) and Associate in Nursing implicit 
Predicate-based Profile Matching protocol (iPPM) each with full 
namelessness  Malicious users exist within the network. They 
are inquisitive about the personal data of others, like distinctive 
identities, location and profiles. Personal data unconcealed in 
profile matching imposes direct privacy threats to users. The 
fractions of such data is also aggregate by colluding users, and the 
behaviour of the target user is also coupled [15], [16]. To prevent 
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privacy violation fully, personal data, and even profile matching 
results should not be disclosed. Protocol-dependent techniques 
are required for preventing behaviour linkage.

VI. Conclusion
We have investigated a singular comparison-based profile matching 
drawback in Mobile Social Networks (MSNs), and proposed novel 
protocols to resolve it. The express Comparison based Profile 
Matching (eCPM) protocol provides conditional anonymity. 
It reveals the comparison result to the leader. Consider the 
k-anonymity as a user demand, we analyze the namelessness risk 
level in relevance the nom de guerre modification for consecutive 
eCPM runs. We’ve additional introduced AN enhanced version of 
the eCPM, i.e., eCPM+, by exploiting the prediction-based strategy 
and adopting the pre-adaptive pseudonym modification. The 
effectiveness of the eCPM+ is valid through in depth simulations 
victimisation real-trace information. We have conjointly devised 2 
protocols with full namelessness, i.e., implicit Comparison-based 
Profile Matching (iCPM) and implicit Predicate-based Profile 
Matching (iPPM). The iCPM handles profile matching supported 
one comparison of an attribute whereas the iPPM is enforced with 
a logical expression manufactured from multiple comparisons 
spanning multiple attributes. The iCPM and therefore the iPPM 
each modify users to anonymously request for messages and reply 
to the requests according to the profile matching result, while 
not revealing any profile info.In current version of the iCPM 
and therefore the iPPM, we tend to implement “&gt;” and “&lt;” 
operations for profile matching. One future work is to increase 
them to support additional operations, like “≥” and “≤”. Another 
future work is to cover the predicate info in the iPPM. Currently, 
the answerer has to transmit the threshold worth of the predicate 
to the leader, which may reveal partial info of the responder’s 
interest. Limiting the revelation of such parameter are going to be 
of significance for advancing comparison-based family of profile 
matching protocols and warrants deep investigation.
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